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Just because you’re not being whisked away on a romantic weekend
this V-day is no excuse to run around with chapped, flaky-looking lips.
And if you are (being wined and dined, that is) then all the more
reason to make sure you’ve got a beautiful-looking mouth...

Protect your pucker
The skin on your lips is one of the most delicate areas of your body.
Unlike other types of skin, your lips can’t tan in the sun, they simply
burn. To prevent this, ensure your lip balm or lipstick contains an SPF
of at least 15.
Still, the sun isn’t the only element your lips have to worry about; if you
expose them to extreme cold they can dry out. In this case, use a lip
balm or hydrating lipstick that can act as a barrier between your lips
and the cold.

Time to prime
An easy way to exfoliate your lips is give them a gentle scrub with a
dry tooth brush. You could also try using lip products that contain mild
chemical exfoliators. A good example would be Blistex DCT lip balm;
it contains alpha hydroxy acid which helps loosen the bonds between
dead skin cells to ensure your lips stay moist and flake-free.

Perfect your pout
Now that your lips are smooth and well-nourished, you’ve got the
perfect canvas to create your idea of the perfect pout. Here are just a
few ways to do just that:
• To create a larger-looking lip area, use a lip pencil that matches the
exact shade of your lips to draw a line that sits ever so slightly outside
of your natural lip line.
• When it comes to picking a lipstick, remember that very dark
colours will make your mouth look smaller, so opt for pinks and nudes.
Also, sparkly shades, particularly sparkly gloss, will help create the
illusion of fuller-looking lips.
• Want to really pump up the volume? Try using a ‘plumping’ lip gloss
like Pure Romance Perfect Pout lip plumping serum (R255,
available online from Pure Romance). Thanks to stimulating cinnamon extracts, it’ll help boost circulation in your lips and
temporarily plump up your pout.

Hot new lippies we love
Smashbox Be Legendary lipstick (R160, selected Woolies and Truworths) comes in an array of gorgeous matte and cream
shades. Each one is infused with antioxidant vitamins C and E.
Yardley Colour Rush lipstick (R69.95) is lightweight and highly pigmented so they’re sure to plant a kiss of colour that lasts.
Their Summer is Magic range saw even more shades added to the already ‘colour wonderful’ collection.
Rimmel Moisture Renew lipstick (R79.95) will be launching eight new shades this month. Each lippie contains vitamins A, C
and E as well as lip plumping hyaluronic acid and collagen. They also boast an SPF of 18.
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Change the shape of
your face

Flutter those falsies!

Red hot date or not, Leigh van
den Berg shows you how to get
your lips in tip-top shape this
Valentine’s day.

Want to pull off the pop star’s
pink-streaked bob and
universally flattering make-up?
BeautySouthAfrica.com shows
you how.

With the use of some handy
tools in your make-up bag and
in consultation with your hair
stylist, you can change the
shape of your face.

Sometimes we need a little bit
extra than just mascara. Whack
on some falsies and you’ll
mean business
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